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Introduction 

 It has been said that Malagasy Sign Language (TTM1)) has been derived from 

Norwegian Sign Language (NTS).  From a historical point of view, the first deaf school in 

Madagascar was established in Antsirabe in 1960 (Lalaniaina Lucie Rasolonirina p.c.).  The 

name of the first deaf school in Madagascar is Fo.Fa.Ma.  It was established by the local 

Lutheran Church with the help of Norwegian people and organizations.  To this date, most of 

the deaf schools in Madagascar are owned and operated by the local Lutheran Church.  In the 

beginning of Fo.Fa.Ma, more than a handful of Norwegian teachers came to teach there 

including the late Mlle Alem Staraber and the late Mlle Ingebjorg Finstad.  They were hearing 

Norwegians.  They taught manual works like sewing, woodwork, etc.  I do not know whether 

all the Norwegian teachers were hearing or not. 

 In recent times, deaf Norwegians Ms. Irene Greftegreff (p.c.) and Mr. Rune Anda 

(p.c.) told me that they could pick up some signs from TTM without having formally studied it.  

The Ethnologue (Ethnologue 2014, retrieved on May 5, 2014) reports that TTM is “reportedly 

similar to Norwegian Sign Language).  But as far as I know, there is no scientific study to date 

as to the closeness between NTS and TTM.  Therefore, I would like to start it with a 

comparison of 100 pairs of words/signs between the two sign languages. 

 

1. Comparison of languages 

1.1. Comparison of spoken langauges 

As for spoken languages, when two languages have a pair of words which are similar 

in form (sound, signifiant) and meaning (signifié), the reasons can be: 
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(1) a. The two languages are cognate and belong to the same language family (branch 

etc.). 

b. The word is a loanword. 

c. They are similar because they are onomatopoeic. 

d. They are similar because of total coincidences. 

 

 English foot and German Fuß (foot) are similar in form and meaning because English 

and German belong to the same Germanic branch of the Indo-European language family (1a).  

English foot and French pied (foot) are more remotely similar because English and French both 

belong to the same Indo-European language family (1a) but to different branches, namely 

Germanic and Romance.  English mouse and Russian myš’ (mouse) are similar because they 

belong to the same Indo-European language family (1a) but to different branches, namely 

Germanic and Slavic.  English hotel and Russian otel’ (hotel) are similar because they are both 

loanwords from French hôtel (1b).  English king and Russian knjaz’ (prince) are not very 

similar, but the latter is an old loanword from Germanic (1b).  Dogs’ barking sounds bow-wow 

in English, wanwan in Japanese, and ong’ong and mongmong in Korean are somewhat similar 

because they are onomatopoeic words describing the sounds that the dogs make (1c).  

Onomatopoeic words describing the glittering of stars are twinkle-twinkle in English, kirakira in 

Japanese, and banjjakbanjjak in Korean.  They are not similar at all because they are not 

onomatopoeic words describing the sounds but they are the sound images describing the 

soundless glittering of stars.  German Watte (cotton) and Russian vata (cotton) are similar 

probably because the latter is a recent loanword from a Germanic language, but Japanese wata 

(cotton) is a mere coincidence to both the German Watte and the Russian vata (1d).  Japanese 

hone (bone) and Ainu pone (bone) are similar probably because one is a loanword from the 

other, but English bone is a mere coincidence to both the Japanese and the Ainu words (1d). 

 

1.2. Comparison of sign languages 

 Comparison of sign languages and classification of the (1a-d) are not as straight 

forward as for spoken languages as demonstrated in 1.1.  Cognates and loans are not always 

readily distinguishable nor uncontroversial.  Japanese sign language linguists casually and 

generally used to propose the possibility of the existence of the Japanese Sign Language family 

including Japanese Sign Language, Korean Sign Language, and Taiwanese Sign Language.  If 

this hypothesis is proven, most of the similarities among the three sign languages can be said to 
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have inherited from a common proto-sign language.  On the other hand, Kim (2003) strongly 

opposes this hypothesis.  He suggests that any “influence” from Japanese Sign Languages to 

Korean Sign Language are loanwords and that Korea had its own sign language different from 

Japanese Sign Language prior to the Japanese imperial occupation of Korea.  Sasaki (2002, 

2009) became more neutral over time between the two sides in that he uses the word 

“comparison” (Sasaki 2002) but he later uses the word “influence” in Sasaki (2009). 

 In talking about the formation of Nicaraguan Sign Language, Long (2002) suggests 

that there were pidginization and subsequent creolization of the new-born sign language in the 

country.  He suggests that there were written Spanish as the dominant language and home 

signs that pupils brought in from homes as the subordinate linguoids that formed the initial 

pidgin sign language which was then creolized by the younger cohorts of pupils in the 

newly-established school for the deaf.  Home signs were not full languages but through 

creolization, the sign language expanded its vocabulary and grammar to become a full-fledged 

sign language. 

 As for the formation of TTM, there should have been home signs brought in by the 

pupils, written Malagasy, and in TTM’s case, some NTS influence brought in by the Norwegian 

teachers.  It does not seem like NTS was the full mother of TTM; this paper shows in the 

following pages that the percentage of common signs between NTS and TTM is not very high.  

 This influence from NTS form cognate signs if you take that NTS and TTM are 

genetically related.  On the other hand, this influence from NTS can be regarded as loanwords 

just like Kim’s (2003) suggested genetically unrelated relationship between JSL and KSL.  But 

taking a neutral standpoint just like Sasaki (2009) takes, i.e. the influence from NTS is just 

“influence” without reference to cognacy or loanhood, may be wiser. 

 

2. Examination of the data 

 I would like to compare NTS and TTM data in this section.  NTS signs were taken 

from Tegnordbok.no (not dated).  It is an online dictionary of NTS.  You can look up a sign 

and view it in motion by typing in written Norwegian words.  TTM signs were taken from 

Federasionan’ny Marenina eto Madagasikara (2009).  A few TTM signs which were missing in 

the dictionary were supplied from my previous fieldworks.  I used Special modified Swadesh’ 

vocabulary list for sign languages developed by Woodward (hereafter: Woodward list, Sasaki 

2009).  The numbers preceding the labels of the signs in English, NTS, and TTM are from the 

Woodward list (ibid.).  These numbers are marked with a #. 
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2.1. Identical signs 

 18 pairs of signs are identical between NTS and TTM.  You can view the forms of 

these signs by typing in the Norwegian labels of NTS in Tengordbok.no (not dated). 

 

Table 1.  Identical signs between NTS and TTM 

# English NTS TTM # English NTS TTM 

17 EARTH2) VERDEN IZAO 

TONTOLO 

IZAO 

63 SING SYNGE MIHIRA 

29 HOW HVOR1
3) AHOANA 64 SIT SITTE2 MIPETRAKA

34 KILL DREPE1 MAMONO 65 SMOOTH GLATT MALAMA 

36 LEAF BLAD RAVINA 66 SNAKE SLANGE BIBILAVA 

37 LIE LYVE MANDAINGA 71 SUN SOL MASOANDRO 

39 LONG LANG2 LAVA 81 WHERE HVOR1
3) AIZA 

43 MOTHER MOR2 RENY 84 WIDE STOR MALALAKA

48 NIGHT NATT ALINA 90 WORM MARK KANKANA 

54 RAIN REGNE4) ORANA 93 FULL FULL FENO 

 

 These signs above are identical between NTS and TTM.  They are probably 

cognates originated in mid-20th-century NTS.  But the possibility that they are identical 

because of iconicity is not fully rejected either.  Some identical signs can be loans from a third 

sign language, e.g. International Sign or American Sign Language.  I do not try to conclude 

which pairs are cognates and which pairs are iconic and/or onomatopoeic and which pairs are 

loans. 

 

2.2. Unrelated signs 

52 pairs of signs are unrelated between NTS and TTM.  You can view the forms of 

the NTS signs by typing in the Norwegian labels of NTS in Tengordbok.no (not dated).  You 

can also look at the still pictures of the forms of the TTM signs in the dictionary 

(Federasionan’ny Marenina eto Madagasikara 2009). 
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Table 2.  Unrelated signs between NTS and TTM 

# English NTS TTM # English NTS TTM 

2 ANIMAL DYR BIBY 51 OTHER ANNEN5) HAFA 

5 BIRD FUGL VORONA 52 PERSON PERSON OLONA 

6 BLACK SVART6) MAINTY 53 PLAY LEKE7) MILALAO

7 BLOOD BLOD RA 59 SALT SALT SIRA 

9 COUNT TELLE MANISA 62 SHORT KORT FOHY 

10 DAY DAG8) ANDRO 70 STONE STEIN VATO 

11 DIE DØ MATY 73 THIN TYNN9) MANIFY 

12 DIRTY SKITTEN MALOTO 74 TREE TRE HAZO 

14 DRY TØRR MAINA 75 VOMIT KOSTE 

UPP 

MANDOA

16 DUST STØV VOVOKA 78 WET VÅT10) MANDO 

18 EGG EGG ATODY 79 WHAT HVA INONA 

19 FAT11) FETT MENAKA 80 WHEN NÅR OVIANA 

20 FATHER FAR RAY 82 WHITE HVIT FOTSY 

22 FIRE ILD12) AFO 83 WHO HVEM IZA 

25 GOOD GOD13) TSARA 85 WIFE KONE14) VADY 

27 GREEN GRØN MAITSO 87 WITH MED MIARAKA

AMIN’ 

28 HEAVY TUNG MAVESATRA 88 WOMAN KONE VEHIVAVY 

31 HUSBAND MANN15) VADY 89 WOOD SKOG ALA 

32 ICE IS RANOMANDRY 91 YEAR ÅR TAONA 

33 IF HVIS/OM RAHA16) 92 YELLOW GUL MAVO 

35 LAUGH LE MIHOMEHY 94 MOON MÅNE VOLANA 

41 MAN MANN LEHILAHY 95 BROTHER BROR ANADAHY/ 

RAHALAHY

42 MEAT KJØTT HENA 97 DANCE DANS(E) MANDIHY

45 NAME NAVN ANARANA 98 PIG SVIN KISOA 

47 NEW NY VAOVAO 99 SISTER SØSTER ANABAVY/ 

RAHAVAVY 

49 NOT IKKE TSY 100 WORK ARBEID(E) (MI)ASA 
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 As you can see above, 52 pairs of signs are unrelated between NTS and TTM.  It 

can mean that the TTM signs in question are either indigenous to Madagascar, innovative, or 

originated in a different sign language.  INONA (what, #7917)) seems a local innovation.  I 

have been told by deaf Malagasy people that there were fewer signs for content question signs 

before.  INONA (what) probably used to be the same as AHOANA (how) and AIZA (where) 

just like in NTS.  The new INONA is an innovation with the I-handshape from the 

international fingerspelling.  The fingerspelling is not a fully integrated part of TTM yet. 

 

2.3. Missing data 

There are 4 cases where data in both or either of the sign languages, i.e. NTS or TTM, 

is missing. 

 

Table 3. Missing data 

# English NTS TTM # English NTS TTM 

15 DULL - - 40 LOUSE L-U-S PARASY

21 FEATHER FJÆR - 67 SNOW - SNØ 

 

 DULL (#15) in the Woodward list (Sasaki 2009) is probably the dullness as opposed 

to the sharpness of things.  But both Tegnordbok.no (not dated) and Federasionan’ny Marenina 

eto Madagasikara (2009) list only the DULL for “not funny.”  FEATHER (#21) is missing in 

Federasionan’ny Marenina eto Madagasikara (2009).  There probably is a sign for 

VOLOMBORONA (feather), but it is simply missing in the dictionary (ibid.).  LOUSE (#40) 

is listed for TTM (PARASY) as a sign, but the NTS entry L-U-S is merely a finger-spelled word.  

The situation is probably due to paucity of lice in Norway.  SNOW (#67) is listed for NTS but 

it is missing for TTM.  The situation is probably due to virtual non-existence of snow in 

Madagascar. 

 

2.4. Similar but different signs 

 There are 26 pairs of NTS and TTM signs which are similar but different. 
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(2) #1 ALL18) 

NTS HEL TTM DAHOLO/REHETRA

  

 As for ALL (2, #1), the movement of the H1 is similar in both NTS and TTM moving 

in an arc.  The H2 in NTS is the mirror image of the H1 in handshape and movement.  On the 

other hand the H2 is held still in TTM.  The two signs could be cognate. 

 

(3) #3 BAD 

NTS SLEM 

 
TTM RATSY 

 
 AS for BAD (3, #3), the H2 is immobile in both NTS and TTM.  The H1 moves 

downward with a slight forward arc in NTS, while the H1 moves downward and forward twice 
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in TTM.  Although the movements are a bit different, the two signs seem cognate. 

 

(4) #4 BECAUSE 

NTS FORDI TTM ANTONY 

  

 

 As for BECAUSE (4, #4), the movements are quite similar in both NTS and TTM 

with a twist of the wrist.  On the other hand, the handshapes are different in NTS and in TTM.  

Although the handshapes are different, the signs seem cognate. 

 

(5) #8 CHILD(REN) 

NTS FLERE BARN TTM ANKIZY 

  

 

 As for CHILD(REN), the handshapes and the leftward movement with a slight 

upward arc are identical in both languages.  But this means several children in NTS, but it 

refers to both singular child or plural children in TTM (i.e. the number of children is irrelevant 

for this TTM sign.).  Although the two signs have a slight difference in meaning, they seem 

cognate. 
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(6) # 13 DOG 

NTS HUND 

 
TTM ALIKA 

 
 As for DOG (6, #13), the slight downward and repeated movements and the starting 

handshapes are similar, but in TTM, the digits are slightly bent inward when the hands are 

moved downward.  Even with the slight difference in the movements, they seem cognate. 

 

(7) #23 FISH 

NTS FISK 
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TTM TRONDRO 

 
 As for FISH (7, #23), NTS has a one-handed sign with a forward and leftward 

movement with a big oscillation.  As for TTM, the H1 is held by H2 and it flaps twice.  

Although there is a difference in the use of H2, the two signs seem cognate. 

 

(8) #24 FLOWER 

NTS BLOMST TTM VONINKAZO 

  

 

 As for FLOWER (8, #24), the upward and opening movements of the H1 are similar, 

while for TTM, the H2 is added to the sign.  Even with the difference in the use of the H2, the 

two signs seem cognate.  But the same signifiant in TTM also means HAZO (tree) and 

MAITSO (green). 
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(9) #26 GRASS 

NTS GRESS 

 
TTM AHITRA 

 
 As for GRASS (9, #26), NTS has a slight forward movement and the sign is held 

there, while TTM has upward and opening movement twice with the second time the H1 and the 

H2 start from positions a bit more apart.  Both seem onomatopoeic and iconic and they may 

not be cognate.  The TTM AHITRA (grass) probably is a manually plurified form of 

VONINKAZO (8, #24, flower; also HAZO (tree), MAITSO (green)) dropping the H2. 
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(10) #30 HUNT 

NTS JAKT TTM MIHAZA 

 

 

 As for HUNT (10, #30), the NTS sign seems to be nominal and it is still, while the 

TTM sign moves slightly backward and rightward.  Both seem onomatopoeic and iconic and 

they may not be cognate. 

 

(11) #38 LIVE  

NTS LEVE TTM MIAINA 

 

 

 
 

 As for LIVE (11, #38), NTS has a slight movement toward the chest twice with H1 

touching the chest twice, while TTM has upward arc movement twice touching the chest twice.  

These signs probably are cognate. 
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(12) #44 MOUNTAIN 

NTS BERG 

 

TTM TENDROMBOHITRA 

 
 As for MOUNTAIN (12, #44), both NTS and TTM have an onomatopoeic and iconic 

sign depicting the lines of a mountain ridge.  I cannot tell if they are similar only because TTM 

inherited the sign from NTS. 

 

(13) #46 NARROW1 

NTS SMAL TTM TERY3 
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 (14) #46 NARROW2 

NTS TRANG 

 

TTM TERY1 

 

 As for NARROW1 (13, #46), hand orientations are slightly different, but the NTS and 

TTM signs seem to be cognate. 

 As for NARROW2 (14, #46), the NTS sign moves so that the two hands touch twice, 

while the TTM sign has the hands touching each other all the way through while changing 

orientations.  And these signs seem to be cognate. 

 

(15) #50 OLD 

NTS GAMMEL TTM ANTITRA  
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 As for OLD (15, #50), both the NTS and TTM signs touch own cheek with the index 

finger of the H1.  The orientations and the movements are different, but these signs seem to be 

cognate. 

 

(16) #55 RED 

NTS RØD TTM MENA 

  

 

 As for RED (16, #55), both NTS and TTM use the redness of the mouth to depict the 

red color.  As this is a widely observed strategy among sign languages of the world, I cannot 

tell whether these signs are cognate or not. 

 

(17) #56 RIGHT 

NTS RIKTIG TTM MARINA 

 

 

 AS for RIGHT (17, #56), the handshapes are different in the two languages, but the 

movements are similar.  Probably they are cognate because the two signs do not seem to 

involve much of onomatopoeia or iconicity. 
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(18) #57 RIVER 

NTS ELV 

 
 

TTM RENIRANO 

 
 As for RIVER (18, #57), both signs depict the zigzagging of a river.  TTM has a 

lexical sign RANO (water) at the beginning of the sign.  With totally different handshapes, 

these signs probably are not cognate. 

 

(19) #58 ROPE 

NTS TAU TTM TADY 
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 As for ROPE (19, #58), both signs depict the shape and size of a rope.  With 

different handshapes and orientation, they may not be cognate. 

 

(20) #60 SEA 

NTS SJØ 

 
TTM RANOMASINA 

 
 As for SEA (20, #60), both the signs are onomatopoeic and depict the wavey surface 

of the sea with the same handshape.  TTM has a lexical sign RANO (water) at the beginning of 

the sign.  With the same handshape and similar orientational changes, they may be cognate. 
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(21) #61 SHARP 

NTS SKARP 

 
TTM MARANITRA 

 

 
 As for SHARP (21, #61), the signs in both the sign languages depict the sharpness of 

the tip of something like a knife.  The TTM sign has a repetition.  Although they have 

different handshapes, they may be cognate for they commonly use a single digit on each hand. 
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(22) #68 STAND 

NTS STÅ TTM MITSANGANA 

 

 

 As for STAND (22, #68), they use similar but different handshapes, i.e. NTS with 

bent fingers and TTM with straight fingers.  They may be cognate. 

 

(23) #69 STAR 

NTS STJERNE 
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TTM KINTANA 

 
 As for STAR (23, #69), the two signs both depict twinkling of a star, but with 

different handshapes and different movements.  The two signs are probably not cognate. 

 

(24) #72 TAIL 

NTS HALE1 

 
NTS HALE2 TTM RAMBO 

 

 

 All the signs for TAIL (24, #72) depict the shape and/or the movement of a tail in one 

way or another.  NTS HALE2 has a different handshape from both NTS HALE1 and TTM 

RAMBO.  NTS HALE1 and TTM RAMBO may be cognate with the same handshape although 

they have different movements. 
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(25) #76 WARM 

NTS VARM TTM MAFANA 

  

 

 As for WARM (25, #76), they are almost identical.  They are different in that the 

NTS VARM does not have a contact between H1 and the forehead while the TTM MAFANA 

has a contact between the H1 and the forehead.  They are definitely cognate. 

 

(26) #77 WATER 

NTS VANN TTM RANO 

  

 

 AS for WATER (26, #77), the NTS and TTM signs both make use of mouth as the 

locus, but their handshapes and movements are totally different.  They are not cognate. 
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(27) #86 WIND 

NTS VIND 

 
TTM RIVOTRA 

 
 As for WIND (27, #86), the NTS sign involves two hands and horizontal repetitive 

movement, while the TTM sign involves only H1 and a circular movement.  By the way, TTM 

RIVOTRA also means “air”.  In any case, the two signs may be cognate with the same 

handshape. 

 

(28) #96 CAT 

NTS KATT 
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TTM SAKA 

 

 As for CAT (28, #96), both the signs depict the whiskers of a cat.  They are similar 

in some ways, but they probably are not cognate. 

 The “similar” signs may be actual cognates, but there is a possibility in each case that 

they are similar because they are iconic and onomatopoeic.  Moreover, they can be similar 

because they are loanwords from a third language like International Sign or American Sign 

Language.  Although I made judgment as to the cognacy between the NTS signs and the TTM 

signs above, in the end I cannot say anything definitive about the cognacy of the signs in the 

two sign languages. 

 

3. Conclusion 

There are 18 identical pairs of signs between NTS and TTM as can be seen in 2.1.  

There are also 27 pairs of signs with some similarities and differences between NTS and TTM 

as can be seen in 2.4.  Of the latter, I definitively rejected cognacy for pairs (9, 10, 18, 19, 26, 

28).  Therefore we are left with 18 identical pairs and 21 similar pairs.  That makes 39 pairs 

out of 96 pairs (40.6%).  But you cannot reject other reasons for the sameness or similarity of 

the 39 pairs.  They can be same or similar because of onomatopoeia and iconicity.  They can 

be loanwords from another sign language, e.g. International Sign or American Sign Language.  

These seemingly cognate pairs are all open to such questions and one cannot say anything 

definitive about the cognacy of the signs between NTS and TTM because we, sign language 

linguists, have not yet found anything reliable as sound laws in the comparative linguistics of 

spoken languages. 

Other questions we can ask are: “Why are some pairs totally identical as can be seen 

in 2.1. while other pairs are only somewhat similar but different as can be seen in 2.4.?  Is 
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there some kind of “force” behind it like onomatopoeia or iconicity?  Or is there some pressure 

from other sign languages like International Sign and/or American Sign Language, which are 

internationally used?  As for the similar but different pairs (2.4), why are the two signs so 

different only in a little more than half a century after the first contact of Malagasy deaf people 

with NTS if they are cognate at all?”  It is beyond the scope of this paper and beyond the 

capability of the writer of this paper to say anything on these matters at present. 
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Notes

1) The abbreviations are: H1 (dominant hand), H2 (non-dominant hand), NTS (Norsk Tegnspråk, Norwegian Sign 
Language), TTM (Tenin’ny Tanana Malagasy, Malagasy Sign Language).

2) The Earth as the globe is identical between the two sign languages as listed.  But the earth that we stand on, 
namely JORD in NTS and TANY in TTM are unrelated.

3) Lowered numbers are employed when the dictionaries (Tegnordbok.no not dated, Federasionan’ny Marenina 
eto Madagasikara 2009) list more than one entry under the same label.  Moreover, the NTS sign, HVOR1 (how, 
where) and TTM sign AIZA (where) and AHOANA (how) are identical.

4) Tegnordbok.no (not dated) has DET REGNER, the verb in one sign but not the noun REGN.  The former is a 
mismatch with the noun ORANA in TTM, but since many noun-verb pairs both in NTS and TTM probably are 
identical and I presumed that the NTS noun REGN would not be very different from the NTS verb REGNER.

5) The written Norwegian translation of the English word other, i.e. annen, annet, andre, did not render anything 
reminiscent of the TTM sign HAFA (other).

6) The NTS sign SVART1 (black) is identical with the TTM sign MAIZINA (dark).
7) Both the NTS signs LEKE (play) and SPILLE (play) are different from the TTM sign MILALAO (play).
8) The NTS sign DAG (day) is identical with the TTM sign MAZAVA (clear).
9) The NTS sign TYNN/MAGER (thin/slim/lean of a person) is identical with the TTM sign MAHIA (thin/slim/

lean of a person).
10) None of the NTS signs VÅT1 (wet), VÅT2 (wet), and FUKTIG (wet) are similar to the TTM sign MANDO (wet).
11) In the Woodward list, the entry is FAT/GREASE.
12)	 The	written	Norwegian	translations	of	the	English	word	fire,	i.e.	ild, varme, brann, bål did not render anything 

reminiscent of the TTM sign AFO in NTS.
13) The NTS sign GOD (good) is identical with the TTM sign HENDRY (well-behaved (of a child)).
14) None of the NTS signs HUSTRU (wife), HUSMOR (wife), and KONE (wife) are similar to the TTM sign 

VADY (wife, husband, spouse).
15) In Tegnordbok.no (not dated), the exact entry is MANN (EKTEMANN).
16) The more TTM-like and less-Malagasy-like sign is OHATRA.  This sign also is unrelated to the NTS signs in 

question.
17) The number in the Woodward list (Sasaki 2009) is preceded by a number sign (#) to distinguish it from the 

example number in this paper.
18) The model in the photos is myself, who is a non-native learner of TTM and a non-signer of NTS.  I chose to 

do this so as to avoid complications involving rights to use one’s likeness and so as to make things clear to the 
readers who are not familiar with the transcription systems of the signifiants of the sign langauges.  I might 
be	accused	of	not	pursuing	phonetic	and	phonological	analyses,	which	will	be	one	of	my	future	field	of	the	
investigation of TTM and other sign languages.  Moreover, for any mistakes made because of this practice, only 
I am responsible.
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ノルウェー手話とマダガスカル手話の

予備的比較研究

箕浦信勝

2.1. 章に見たように、ノルウェー手話 (NTS) とマダガスカル手話 (TTM) の間には、スワデ

シュ・リストを手話諸言語の比較用に改編したウッドワード・リスト 100 語のうち、手指表

現が同一なペアが 18 個見つかった。2.4. 章からは、違いもあるが類似もある 27 のペアが見つ

かった。後者に関しては、6 つのペアに関して、同系性を排除した。となると、同形 18 ペア

と、類似 21 ペアに同系性の可能性が残る。他にウッドワード・リストの４語は、片方の手話

の辞書あるいは両方の辞書に掲載が無く、マダガスカル手話に関しては、我がフィールドノー

トにも記録が無かったのでデータが欠けていることになる。そうなると、同系性の可能性があ

るのは、全 96 ペアの内、39 ペア（40.6%）である。しかし、その 39 ペアの同形性や類似に関

して、他の理由を完全に排除することはできない。同形性や類似は、オノマトペ性や図像性に

起因するかも知れない。また同形性や類似は、国際手話やアメリカ手話からの借用に起因する

かもしれない。これら同系に見えるペアは、皆、そのような疑問に晒されることになり、我々

手話言語学者は、音声言語の比較言語学で使われる、音法則のように信頼できる道具が無い以

上、NTS と TTM の間の同形・類似手話単語に関して、確定的な同系性を主張することはでき

ない。

他に問うことができる疑問は、「何故いくつかのペアは 2.1. 章に見たように全く同形で、他

のいくつかのペアは、2.4. 章にみたように似ているけれど違うのか。その背後には、オノマト

ペや図像性といった『力』が働いているのか？あるいは、国際手話やアメリカ手話などからの『圧

力』は無いのか？ 2.4章に挙げられている、似ているけれども違うペアに関しては、NTSとの

最初の接触から半世紀強で、なぜこんなにも隔たってしまったのか？」これらの疑問は、本稿

のそして筆者の能力の限界を越えたものであり、答えることはできない。


